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COMMON FIXED POINTS OF 
WEAKLY* COMMUTING MAPPINGS

Y. J. Cho, S. M. Kang and M. S. Khan

1. Introduction and Preliminaries
The concept of 2-metric spaces has been investigated initially by 

Gahler in a series of papers [l]-[3] and has been developed extensively 
by Gahler and many others.

A 2-metric is a set X with a real-valued function d on X x X x X 
satisfying the following conditions:

(Afj) FW two distinct pomts y in Xa psint z ii고* 

such that y,z) 丰 0,
(M2) 2) = 0 if at least two of x^y^z are equal,
(肱3)d(x, y, z) = d(x, z, y) = d(y, z, x),
(M<) d(x,y, z) < d(x, y, u) + d(x, u, z) + <Z(u, y, z) for all x,y,z,u in 

X.
Then d is called a 2-metric for the space X and (X, d) is called a 2- 
metric space. It has been shown by Gahler [1] that a 2-metric d is 
non-negative and although d is a continuous function of any one of 
its three arguments, it need not be continuous in two arguments. If 
it is continuous in two arguments, then it is continuous in all three 
arguments. A 2-metric d which is continuous in all of its argument will 
be called continuous.

On the other hand, a number of mathematicans ([4]-[15], [17], [19]- 
[29]) have studied the aspects of fixed point theory in the setting of 
the 2-metric spaces. They have been motivated by various concepts 
already known for ordinary metric spaces and have thus introduced 
analogues of various concepts in the frame work of the 2-metric spaces 
Especially, Khan [7] and Naidu-Prasad [17] introduced the concept 
of weakly commuting pairs of self-mappings on a 2-metric space and 
the notion of weak continuity of a 2-metric, respectably, and they
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have proved several common fixed point theorems by using the weakly 
conunuting pairs of self-mappings on a 2-metric space and the weak 
continuity of a 2*metric.

In this paper, we give some common fixed point theorems for weakly* 
commuting mappings from a complete 2-metric space and some theo
rems on the convergence of self^mappings on a complete 2-metric space 
and the existence of their fixed points. Our main theorems extend the 
Banadi Contraction Principle in 2-metric spaces

Now, we shall give some definitions:

DEFINITION 1.1. A sequence {xn} in a 2-metric space (X)d) is said 
to be convergent to a point x in X if limn-^oo d(xn, x, z) = 0 for all z 
in X. Then x is called the limit of the sequence {xn} in X.

DEFINITION 1.2. A sequence {xn} in a 2-metric space (X,d) is said 
to be a Cauchy sequence if zn, z) = 0 for all z in X.

DEFINITION 1.3. A 2-metric space (X, d) is said to be complete if 
every Cauchy sequence in X is convergent.

Note that in a 2-metric space a convergent sequence need not be a 
Cauchy sequence, but every convergent sequence is a Cauchy sequence 
when the 2-metric d is continuous on X ([17]).

DEFINITION 1.4. Let S and T be two mappings from a 2-metric 
space (X, d) into itself. Then a pair (S,T) is said to be weakly com
muting on X if d(STxyTSxy z) < d(Tz, Sxy z) for all x, z in X.

DEFINITION 1.5. Let S and T be two mappings from a 2-metric 
space (X)d) is said to be weakly* commuting on X if d(STx^TSx^ z) < 
d(S2x^ T2x, z) for all x, z in X.

Note that, if S조 = S and T2 = T in Definition 1.5, 나]en a weakly* 
commuting pair (S, T) is weakly commuting on X. A commuting pair 
(S, T) on X is also weakly commuting and weakly* commuting, but 
the converses are not true.

DEFINITION 1.6. A mapping S from a 2-metric space (X, d) into 
itself is said to be sequentially continuous at x if for every sequence (xn} 
in X such that lim x, 2)= 0 for all z in X, lim d(Szn, Sx, z)= n•一>8 n—*oo
0.
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DEFINITION 1.7. Let S and T be two mappings from a 2-metric 
space (X)d) into itself. Then a sequence (xn} in X is said to be asymp
totically S2 -regular with respect to T2 if limn—8 </(S2xn, T2xn, z) = 0 
for all z in X.

Throughout this paper, let (X, d) be a 2-metric space with the con
tinuous 2-metric d. Let N and R+ be the set all natural numbers 
and non-negative real numbers, respectively, and :F the family of map
pings (/> from (R+)5 into R+ such that <j)is upper semicontinuous and 
nondecreasing in each coordinate variable, for any £ 느 0,

4(以 tj 0, af, 0) < 阳 and ^(f,有 0,0, at) < 阳
where 0 = 1 for a = 2 and Q V 1 for a < 2,

7(C = ^(t,t?ait5a2t,a3t) < t,
where 7 : R+ —> R+ is a mapping and + a2 + = 4.

For 適au프函도旦hsmi끄소厂_끄e&Lthe follo^ng lenxrnas:
LEMMA 1.1 ([16]). For any f > 0, 7(f) < t if and only if lim yn(t) 

= 0, where yn denotes the n-times composition of 7.
Let A, S and T be mappings from a 2-metric space (X, d) into itself 

such that

(1.1) A(X)cS(X)flT(X),

(1.2)
d2(Ax,Ay,z) < ^(d2(Sx,Ty, z), d(Sx, Ax, 2) - d(Ty,Ay,z\

d{Sxy Ay^ z) • d(Ty, Ax^ 2), 
d(Sxy Ax, z) - d(Ty, Ax^ z)： 
d{Sx, Ay, z) , d(Ty, Ay, 2)),

where © £ ：F.
Then, by (1.1) since 4(X) C T(X), for any arbitrary point 旳 C X, 
there exists a point E X such that Axq = Tx\. Since 4(X) C S(X), 
for this point a：i, we can choose a point X2 E X such that Ax\ = Sx^ 
and so on.

Inductively, we can define a sequence {yn} in X such that

(1-3) y2n = Tx2n+1 = Ax2n 히id t/2n+i = Sx2n+2 = Ax2n^i 
for n = 0,1,2, • • * .
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LEMMA 1.2. Let A, S and T be mappings from a 2-metric space 
(X, d) into itself satisfying the conditions (LI) and (L2). Then we 
have the following:
⑴ every n G No, 如+1"/서・2)= 0,
(2) for every k G No, = 0, where {yn} is the sequence
in X defined by (1.3).

Proof. (1) In (1.2), taking x = x2n+2, y = ^2n+i and z = y2n, we 
have

』2(g2n+2,，2n+l"/2n) = <^(^4.2^2n+2? J/2n)

< ^(<^(j/2n+l,l/2n,!/2n),
d(，2n+l,，2n+2,g2n) , d(g/2n, 02어-1,，2n),
^(!/2n+l,!/2n+l,!/2n)-，2n+2,，2n), 
d(82n+l, ；2n+2, Z/2n) - 通2m,-?/2서-2,，2n), 
d(y2n+l,&/2n+l,，2n) ' d(02n, 02n+l,，2n)) 

=弑0,0,0,0,0) 
<0

and so』(洗“+2,，2서-1,，2“) = 0. Similarly, we have

d(y2n+l,，2n+2,，2n+3)= 0.

Hence, d(yn, yn+1, yn+2) = 0 for every n e No.
(2) For all z £ X, let dn(z) = d(yn, yn+1, z), n = 0,1,2, • • •. By (1), 

we have

d(0n,，n+2,z) < d(yn, yn+2,yn+i) + d(yn, yn+i,z) + d(yn+1,yn+2,z) 
=d(yn,yn+i,z) + d(yn+1,yn+2,z) 
=d，Jz) + dn+&).

Taking x = ®2n+2 and y = X2n+i in (1.2), we have

成n+l(z) = 서 (，2n+2,，2n+l,z)

=d2(Ax2n+2, Ax2n+l,Z)
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으 机d (，2에 !/2n)Z), d(，27너T,洗서-2, Z)• d(g2n,，2세 Z)> 
d(Mm,M2n+l,Z)- d(M2n浦2n+2,z), 
d(，2서-l"/2n+2}Z)• d(g2n,；2n+2,Z), 
d(，2n+l"/2n+l,Z)/(切心切“队力)

=街氐(2),如中⑵. d(2n(z), 0, 
d&+L(z)(d2n(z) + d&+i(z)), 0).

Now, we shall prove that {t/n(z)} is a non-increasing sequence in R+.
In fact, suppose that 如+1(纟)> djz) for some n E N. Then, for 

some a < 2, dn+i(z) + dn(z) = adn+i(z). Since(f> is non-decreasing in 
each variable and 月 V 1 for some a < 2, by(1.2), we have

^2n4-l(z) < (氐+i(z),0, ad裟+i(z),0)
—&*n+l(2)

/ ；효， (^\

and

^2n+2(z) V 4(?琮+2(2)/氐+2，。，。，展3„+1(2：))

V 서一2(Z)

V £氐+2(2).
Hence, for every n € No, d$(z) < 首(z) < d^(z), which is a contra
diction. Therefore, {dn(z)} is a a non-increasing sequence in R+.
By using the fact that the sequence {djz)} is non-increasing, we have 
the following:

A. do(!/o) = 0 =후 dn(y0) = 0 for every n e N,
B. dm-血m) = 0 for any n e N =》Jn(ym) = 0 for all n > m - 1,
C. dm-i = 0 = Jm_i(yn) for 0 < n < m — 1 and (M4)

=우 djJj/m) Y —1) < dn(l/m-2),
D・ ^n(l/n4-l) = 0 > ^n(ym) = 0 f이: 0 < H. <C TTl — 1.

Thus, we have shown dn(ym) = 0 for all m,n = 0,1,2, • • •.
E・ rfj-i(yj) = 0 = dj-i(yjb) for any i,j,k e No with i <)

=》d(g“gj」gk) Y yj—i? J/fc)-
Therefore, by using the above inequality in E> repeatedly, we have 

d(g很打渊k) < d(%,g打gQ = 0,
which means that d(yn y^yk) = 0 for every z,j, k £ Nq.
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LEMMA 1.3. Let A, S and T be mappings from a 2-metric space 
(X、d) into itself satisfying the conditions (1,1) and (1.2). Then the 
sequence {yn} defined by (1.3) is a Cauchy sequence in X.

Proof. In the proof of Lemma 1.2, since {dn(z)} is a non-decreasing 
sequence in R+, by (1.2), we have

C*(z) = d2(s"/2,z)
=d2(Axi,Ax2,2)

< 依*(z), do(z) • di(z), 0,0, (do(z) + di(z))d」z))
< 谎(z)贏(z),c*(z),2d沧))

=7(，*(z)).

In general, we have #(z) < (谎(z)), which implies that, if d0(z) > 0,
by Lemma 1.1,

lim d*(z) < lim yn(d^(z)) = 0. n—>oo n—>8

Therefore, we have lim dn(z)) = 0. For do(z) = 0, since {dn(z)} is n―►oo
non-increasing, we have clearly lim dn{z) = 0.n—»oo

Now, we shall prove that {yn} is a Cauchy sequence in X. Since 
lim dn(z) = 0, it is sufficient to show that a subsequence {；&} of n―>oo
(yn} is a Cauchy sequence in X. Suppose that the sequence {y2n} i옹 
not a Cauchy sequence in X. Then there exist a point a £ X, an € > 0 
and strictly increasing sequences {m^), {r아:} of positive integers such 
that k < rik <

(L4) d(y2nk,y2mk,a) >e and d(y2nk,y2mk-2,a) < e

for all A; = 1,2, - • -. By Lemma 1.2 and (M4), we have

义切必浦2m“a) — d(y2nk,y2mk-2^) <以洗皿一小切皿艸)

% d2mjT(a) + dzmjS).

Since {d(y2nfc, y2mk, a) — e} and (e - d(y2nk, y2mk -2,«)} are sequences 
in R+ and lim 由(a) = 0, we have t—>oo

(1.5) lim d(y2nk, y2mk, a) = e and lim 必切服，切皿一2, a) = €.
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Note that, by (M4)

(1.6) |d(z, y, a) - d(x, y, a)| < d(a, b, z) + d(a, b, y)

for all a, 6 € X.
Ibking x = t/2nfc, y = a, a = and b = y2mk in (1-6) and using 

Lemma 1.2 and (1.5), we get

(1・7) lim d(y2nk,y2mk-iyCL)=巳*—►8

Once again, by using Lemma 1.2, (1.5) and (1.6), we get

(1.8) lim d(y2nk+i,y2mic,a) = e and lim d(y2nk-i,y2mk-i,a) = e-K—+OO K—J-OO

By (1.2), we have

(1.9)
d (g/2m* ,-Ax2nfc4-1, CL)

<她2 (切 Ct — 1 ? lJ2nk 5
d(g2mje—].浦2了心> ")'d(，2njE)02心+1,Q),
d(g2mk-i,切四+1, a) , d(g2n& ? yzm住? a)>

—1,，2m先 , Q)* d(지2n* 5 ?/2mfe)Q), 
d(；2mjE—1"/2心+1,a) *아)，2?"TT,，，))•

Using (1.4), (1.5), (1.6) and (1.7), since we have

普 으 ^(€2,0, €2,0,0) < 7(e2) v e2

as k t 8 in (1.9), which is a contradiction. Therefore, {；2n} is a 
Cauchy sequence in X.

2・ A Common Fixed Point Theorem.
By using Lemma 1.3, we have the following:
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The。표EM 2.1. Let Af S and T be mappings from a complete 2- 
nietric space (X,d) into itself satisfying (1.1), (1.2) and the following 
conditions:
(2.1) S and T are sequentially continuous,
(22) the pairs (A, S) and (A, T) are weakly* commuting on X,
(2.3) there exists a sequence which is asymptotically -regular with 
respect to S2 and T2.
Then A} S and T have a unique common fixed point in X .

Proof. By Lemma 1.3, since the sequence {yn} defined by (1.3) is 
a Cauchy sequence in X and (X, d) is a complete 2-metric space, it 
converges to some point u in X. Note that subsequences {y2n} and 

of {yn} also converges to u. Since S and T are sequentially 
continuous,

Sytn =$끄：z编+i —)Su and Ttfert-H. = 꼬S0&+2 —> Tu as n —> oo_.

By (M4) and (1.2), we have

d(S 如 2 저」, TS%+2, z)
=d(SAx2n, TAx2n+i,
Y d(SAx2n^ TAx2n-}-l,ASx2n) + d(S/4gg ASx2n^ z)

+ d(^ASx2ny 7七4卫：2서T, z)
W d(SAx2n^ TAx2n^i^ ASx2n) + d{SAx2n-> ASx2n^ z}

+ 끄 ©2 서」) + d(4*2n+&「&2n+")
+ d(^ASx2n^ 47初 2“+i, z)

W d(SAx2n^ TAx2n^l 9 ASX2n) +』(3&2"括物&, Z)

+ d(4S：z：2 而꼬，4*2 서土 /4•꼬:此"」) + d( 47*2 서t 4庭 7네 z)
+ 002($2叼m, T2X2n+l,2r),
d(S어$2e 4S02n, z) - d(T2O：2n4-l, 47坨2세 Z), 
d{S2X2nt 4*2세 z) , C?(T2X2n+i, ASx2n^ 或 

d(S2X2n,ASx2n^) * d(T2X2n^l, >15^271, ^), 

d(S%n』*2n+") • d(T2X2n-i-l,ATx2n+l,z))]*
< d(SAx2m 끄4巧冗+1,4$6&) + d(SAx2n^ ASx2n,z}
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+ d(ASx2n-, TAx2n+1, ATX2n+1) + <^(ATX2n+1, TAx2n+1, Z)

+ [(/>(cP(S2X2n, T2X2n+i,Z),
{〈/(S"a：2n, ASd；2n, SA：Z；2n + d(S 3；2n, $/侦；2，)，Z)

+ d(SAx2n, ASx2n,z)} • {d(T2X2n+l, ATx2n+l,TAx2n+l)
+ d(T2X2n+\,TAx2n+1, z) + d(TAX2n+l, 4ZW2n+l, z)},
{d^X2n,ATx2n+l,TAx2n+1) + d(S2X2n,TAx2n+l,z')

+ d(TAx2n+i,ATx2n+iyZ)} • {d(T2x2n+i,ASx2n)
+ d(T2x2n+i, SAx2n,z) + d(SAx2n, ASx2n, z)},

{d(S2x2n, ASx2n, SAx2n) + d(S2x2n,SAx2n,z)

+ d(SAx2n,ASx2n,Z>)} • {d(T2X2n+l, ASx2n, SAx2n)
+ d(T2x2n+i,SAx2n, z) + d(SAx2n, ASx2n,z')},

{d(S2X2n, ATx2n+l,TAX2n+l') + d(S2X2n,TAx2n+l, Z)

+ d(TAx2n+l, ATx2n+l, z)} • {d(T2X2n+l, ATx2n+l,TAx2n+i')

+ d(T2X2n+l,TAx2n+liZ)+ d(TAx2n+li 4 爲 2n+l, Z)})卩.

Letting n —> oo and d(^Su, Tu, z) > 0, we have

d(Su,Tu, z) < 0(cF(Su, Zu,z),0, d2(Su,7¥,z),0,0)]*

< b(旳Su,Tu,Z))]*

< d(Su,Tu,z),

which is a contradiction. Therefore, Su = Tu.
Next, we shall show that Au = Su. By (M4) and (1.2), we have

d(SAx2n, Au, z) < d(SAx2n, Au, ASx2n) + d(SAx2n, ASx2n^zy)
+ d(ASx2n->Au^Z)

< d(SAx2n, Au, ASx2n) + d(SAx2n, ASx2n,z)
+ 0(<*($%2小 꼬U,Z),

d(S X2n 1 4S；Z：2n, Z)* Z),
d(S2X2n, Au, Z)• d(Tu, ASx2n, z), 
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d(S2x2n, ASx2n, z) • d(Tu, ASx2n, z), 

d(S2x2n, Au, z) • d{Tu, Au, z))]*

< d(SAx2n, Au, ASx2n) + d(SAx2n, ASx2n, Z) 
+ [^(d2(S2a；2n,Tu, z),
(d(S2a：2n, ASx2n, SAx2n) + d(S2x2n, SAx2n, z) 
+ d{SAx2n, ASx2n, z)} • d(Tu, Au, z), 
d{S2x2n, Au, z) • {d(Tu, ASx2n, SAx2n,^) 
+ d(Tu, SAx2n, z) + d(SAx2n, ASx2n, z)}, 
{d(S2X2n, ASx2n, SAx2n) 4- d(S2X2n, SAx2n, z) 
+ d(SAx2n, ASx^ni z)} • {d(Tu, ASx2n-> SAx2n) 
+ d(Tu, SAx2n, z) + d{SAx2n-> ASx2n, z)}, 
d(S2x2n, Au, z) • d(Tu, Au, z))]*.

Letting n oo and d(Su, Au, z) > 0, we have 

d(Su,Au,z) < [<^(0,0,0,0, d2(Su, Au, z))]
< l7(d2(Su,Au,z))]^

V d(S% 如,z),
which is a contradiction. Therefore, Au = Su = Tu.

Finally, in order to prove that u is a common fixed point of A, S 
and T, using (1.2) again, we have

d(Au, Ax2n+1, z) <[^(d2(Su, Tx2n+1, z),
d(Su,Au,Z)• d(Tx2n+l,Ax2n+l,z'), 
d(Su, Ax2n+1, z) - d(Tx2n+i, Au, z), 
d^Su^Au^ z). d(%2게

d(Su. Ax2n+1, z) - d(Tx2n^l, Ax2n+1, Z))] * .

Letting n oo and d(Au, u, z) > 0, we have

d(Auyu^z) < u,z)^0,d2(Au,u,^),0,0)]

으 h，(d2(」4u,u,z))]*
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which is a contradiction. Therefore, Au = Su = Tu = u, that is, u is 
a common fixed point of A, S and T.

The uniqueness of the common fixed point u follows easily. In fact, 
let Ui and u2 be common fixed points of A, S and 꼬, By (1.2),

d(ui,u2,2r) = d(AulyAu2jZ)

< 泌• d(Tu2^Au2,z)^ 
d(Sizi,如2)z) • d(Tu2, z),
d(Sui, Aui,z) • d(Tu2, 
d(Sui,Au2yz) . d(孔2, A"2,z))]*

< 0(旳"1 ,u2,2),0,旳01, U2, z), 0,0)]*

< [丁(旳""2,z))卩

< 罪(꼬 1,오2,习,

which is a contradiction. Therefore, u is a unique common fixed point 
of A, S and T.

REMARK. (1) Theorem 2.1 is an extension of Theorem 2.5 [18] to 
2-metric spaces.

(2) In Theorem 2.1, if u is a common fixed point of A, S and T, 
then A is sequentially continuous at u.

3. Convergence of Self-mappings on a 2-metric Space and 
Their Fixed Points

In this section, we give two theorems on the convergence of self
mappings from a 2-metric space into itself and the existence of their 
fixed points. The following theorems follows easily from Theorem 2.3.

THEOREM 3.1. Let {An}, {&} and {Tn} be sequences of mappings 
from a complete 2-metric space (X, d) into itself such that
(3.1) the sequences {An}, {Sn} and {Tn} converge uniformly to self
mappings A, S and T on X, respectively,
(3.2) S and T are sequentially continuous.
Suppose that, for n = 1,2, • • • , xn is a common fixed point of An and 
Sn, and yn is a common fixed point of An and Tn.
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Farther, let self-mappings A, S and 꼬 on X satisfy the conditions 
(1-1), (L2), and (2.1 ). If x is a common fixed point of A, S and T and 
sup{d(xn,x,j?)) < oo 이id sup{d(t/n,x,z)) < oo for all z C X, then 
xn x and yn —> a: as n —> oo.

THEOREM 3.2. Let {An}, {Sn} and {7頫} be sequences of mappings 
from a complete 2~metric space (X)d) into itself such that, for n = 
1,2
(3.3) An(X)cSn(X)nTn(Xl
(3.4) the pairs (An,Sn) and (An,Tn) are weakly* commuting on X,

(3.5)
泌 z) < </>(d2(Snx,Tny,z).

d(Snx, Anx, z) - d(Tny, Any, z),
d(Sy*, Any^ z) • d(Tnyy Anx, z),
d(SnH)」4卩吗 z) • d{Tny^ Anx^ z),
d(S"r)z) • d(Tny^ Any^ z))

for all x^y,z E X9 where © C F.
If the sequences {An}, (Sn} and {幻J converges uniformly to self
mappings A, S and T on X, respectively, then A, S and T satisfy the 
conditions (LI), (1-2), and (21).

Further^ the sequence (xn} of unique common fixed points of An, 
Sn and Tn converges to a unique common fixed point x of S and T 
if sup{d(xnx,2：)} < oo.
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